JUDICIAL CANDIDATES
I have put the candidates who are endorsed by the LACDP first because
as long a they are rated qualified by the LACBA not much further discussion,
at least in my opinion, is necessary.
LADP Endorsed Candidates
(1) Tim Reuben, Seat 3, is a private attorney. He is rated well qualified. He is
running against a candidate rated not qualified. Note that there is another
well qualified candidate who will appear on the ballot but she is a judge who
has already been confirmed to federal court by the Senate
(2) Elizabeth Lashley-Haynes, Seat 67, is a public defender. She is rated
qualified. She reached out to us for support. She is running against two DA
candidates rated well qualified.
3. Holly Hancock, Seat 70, is a public defender. She is rated qualified. She
has reached out to us for support. She is running against Renee Yolanda
Chang, a DA who is rated well qualified.
4 . Kevin McGurk, Seat 90, is a public defender rated well qualified. Kevin
reached out to us for support. He’s running against Melissa Lyons, a DA.
5. Lloyd Handler, Seat 116. He is a public defender rated qualified who is
running against a Judge, David B. Gelfound, who is rated exceptionally well
qualified. I doubt that Lloyd has a chance but he should be supported
anyway. Gelfound is a particularly harsh judge in a particularly harsh
courthouse who is not giving mental health diversion a fair shot.
6. Georgia Huerta, Seat 118 is a DA. She is rated well quaffed and is
running against 3 other well qualified candidates, two of whom are DAs and
one who is an administrative law judge. One of the other DA candidates,
Keith Koyana, also a democrat reached out to us for an endorsement.
7. Patrick Hare, Seat 151. He is a pubic defender . He is rated well qualified.
He is running against 3 candidates who are only rated qualified.
8. Carol Elswick,- Seat 156 is rated qualified
She is a judge defending her seat against a candidate who is rated not
qualified.

Seat with No LACDP endorsement
Seat 60 the only seat in this election with no LACDP ensorsement
Abby Baron, DA rated well qualified
Sharon Ransom, DA also rated well qualified DA

